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STUDY



THE 
CHALLENGE
The foodservice and hospitality industry has seen a number 
of high-profile instances that have resulted in the loss of life 
through mismanagement of allergens in the supply chain



TGI Fridays wanted to:

•  Improve allergen, sustainability and 

traceability information

• Bring services back in house – Bring 

data under the control of TGI Fridays, 

enabling the teams to have direct access 

to the information and reports whilst 

still benefiting from employing 3rd party 

auditors and technical resources

• Have a single solution for supplier 

management and recipe management

• Have a single system enabling collaboration 

across procurement, technical, supply 

chain and food development departments

Large amounts of essential information including 

allergen data, was held in their 3rd party partners 

systems, resulting in TGI Fridays, and their key 

stakeholders, not having direct access to it. 

With this in mind, TGI Fridays wanted to ensure 

they were using the best processes and 

systems the market has to offer. 



THE 
SOLUTION

TGI Fridays selected 
the best in class 
options for both 
supplier information 
management and 
recipe management 
within the food and 
drink industry. 

This was achieved by deploying Trade Interchange’s 
ARCUS® SIM and the food related plug-ins with 
Fourth’s industry leading Recipe Management and 
Engineering product as an integrated solution.



The complete supplier and product information 

journey begins with the procurement team 

inviting suppliers to on-board themselves at a 

company level and manufacturing site level 

using ARCUS® SIM.  

The information requested and collected through 

configurable online questionnaires is specific to the 

requirements of TGI Fridays. The information collected 

includes: 

• GFSI certificates

• Kosher

• Halal 

• Organic

• HACCP 

• Sustainability

• Modern Slavery

• Manufacturing address details

• Site accreditations

• Insurance

• Codes of Conduct

• Corporate and Social Responsibility

The data is entered and the documents are uploaded 

directly by the supplier at the point of on-boarding. This 

removes the need to re-key data and the dashboard 

enables the procurement team to view the status of all 

supplier on-boarding at a glance.

All approvals can be made by the relevant teams 

without the need for repeated and siloed data 

collection. 



TGI Fridays processes are mapped using workflow-

based approvals, enabling suppliers to be approved 

at both a company and site level. This includes the 

ability to approve some and not all sites. In addition, 

TGI Fridays can determine which sites can be approved 

subject to meeting requirements and which sites require 

auditing. The procurement team then request detailed 

product level data which will provide the information 

their colleagues in technical, supply chain and food 

development departments require.

The information requested includes:

• Allergen

• Nutrition

• Packaging

• Labelling

• Pricing

• Sensory Information

WHITBREAD

No direct access to data held 
in contracted 3rd party audit 
company information systems

Lack of visible supplier info 
that can be easily reported 
across multiple departments 
resulting in silos of information

Variety of risks: allergens, 
sustainability and traceability 
and other supplier related risks

Labour intensive re-keying of 
information across multiple 
departments and information 
storage formats

Improved accuracy of 
ingredient information for 
recipe development 

Single source of data enabling 
procurement, technical, supply 
chain and food development 
departments to collaborate

Supplier management is 
seamlessly integrated with the 
recipe management and 
engineering solution, meaning 
data does not need to be re-keyed

Central repository and advanced 
reporting

Increased confidence in the 
information held including full 
audit trail of information

Workflow based approval based 
on TGI Fridays processes

CHALLENGETGI Fridays SOLUTION KEY BENEFITS

Site Audit
SA

Product Information 
Management  

PIM

Manufacturing Site Level
MSL

Recipe & Menu 
Engineering



ARCUS® SIM enables us to check 
every supplier with ease and manage 

the relevant data through automation and 
streamlined processes 
Trevor Reeves, Food Procurement Manager, TGI Fridays 

The suppliers then enter the information, enabling the 

information to be assessed and approved without re-

keying of data. This increases the accuracy, ensures 

suppliers are responsible for the data on the system, 

reduces the time to gather and evaluate the information 

and allows the teams to use the time freed up to focus 

on the key areas of their roles. 

Once the information is collected, it is automatically 

passed to the relevant stakeholders in procurement, 

supply chain and technical who can review and 

approve the products using the workflow capabilities of 

the ARCUS® platform.

Using SIM and the plug-ins, the procurement, technical 

and supply chain teams have greater confidence in the 

information collected.

Procurement are now in a position to focus on 

negotiating the best price for each product. Confidence 

comes from knowing that the supplier, and the 

manufacturing site it is supplied from, meets the 

standards required by their technical colleagues. This 

improves the collaboration between the departments.

TGI Fridays technical staff have the confidence that 

the products used throughout the organisation are 



compliant with industry standards and 

company requirements, delivering the 

quality of food and drink TGI Fridays 

require. Access to all of the information 

ensures detailed checks can be made, 

including audit information, and that all 

relevant data such as allergen details on 

all products are collected and maintained 

within ARCUS® SIM.

Supply chain staff have the confidence 

that all relevant information from the 

approved suppliers such as pricing, 

storage requirements, temperature 

control, pack sizing and labelling sits 

alongside all the other vital information 

on the supplier and that any concerns 

can be easily highlighted and actioned 

across all departments.

Once the product level information 

has been approved, it is automatically 

sent through to Fourth’s RME system 

using ARCUS® Connect, which uses 

a dedicated, seamless API. The result 

of this automated process is that the 

information received around allergens, 

nutritional values and pricing for 

example, is accurate and up-to-date 

enabling the team to develop their 

products and menus with a greater level 

of confidence and without conflicts with 

other departments which could arise by 

using non-approved products.

Recipe Management

During the menu creation stages, all 

nutritional and allergen information is 

easily accessible. This enables the team 

to create dishes with confidence that 

the ingredients have been checked and 

that the information has been directly 

supplied by the supplier therefore 

removing any concerns around the 

accuracy of the data.

TGI Fridays can produce accurate cost 

calculations of recipes and menu cycles, 

addressing the previous issues around 

menu engineering analysis and menu 

pricing. The data the team need is easily 

accessible, and has been verified and 

approved, confirming it can be delivered 

in the required quantities prior to any 

menu development work commencing. 

Using Fourth’s Recipe Management and 

Engineering, all costs related to product 

or recipe changes are automatically 

recalculated. 

It is essential that the teams have instant access to information in order to 
perform their duties confidentially. The reassurance of knowing all the 

information has been entered directly by the suppliers without any re-keying errors 
is invaluable. This provides us with confidence that the information we receive and 
the information we approve for our colleagues in food development, is accurate 

Alyson Scott, Procurement, Supply Chain & Technical Director, TGI Fridays



At TGI Fridays we are 
developing our CSR program to 

ensure we are doing everything in our 
power to meet the needs of our guests 
and stakeholders.

High on our agenda is bringing control 
to our in-house team, so we have a full 
understanding of the products supplied 
to us. This will improve our allergen 
information and help us focus on 
sustainability and traceability  

Alyson Scott, Procurement, Supply 
Chain & Technical Director, TGI Fridays

We can request, review, approve 
and access all allergen 

information in an efficient way. 

SIM and the plug-ins provide an 
audit trail of the steps we have taken 
to mitigate the risk and provides a 
deeper more granular level of control 
and insight over site and product 
information we can not get elsewhere in 
one streamlined solution  

Maria Loftus, Senior Technical Manager, 
TGI Fridays



The information within the Recipe 

Management and Engineering system 

include nutritional components which 

have changed due to the cooking of 

the ingredients. This can be fed into 

additional 3rd party systems, which can 

be used to create the physical and digital 

menus used in the restaurants. 

The combined solution enables 

information, including allergen 

information to be collected directly from 

each ingredient/ product supplier once 

without the need to re-key the data. This 

provides a full audit trail of requests for 

information, updates and approvals, right 

through to creation of the dishes and 

finally, the publication of the final menus

The streamlined solution we 
now use across the 
business means that the 

dishes we have on our menus contain 
accurate and up-to date allergens 
information for all ingredients. The 
fact that all the products have been 
approved and verified by colleagues 
across the business adds additional 
confidence in the suppliers we use  

Terry McDowell,  
Head of Food and Drink, TGI Fridays



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & MACHINE  

LEARNING
As a document is uploaded it is analysed to verify the 
document is of the correct format, contains the information 
required and is still valid. 

The information 
uploaded by suppliers 
is checked at the 
point of entry by 
ARCUS® SIM’s 
Artificial Intelligence 
and machine learning 
functionality



Where there is a discrepancy the supplier is 
alerted of the situation and given the 
opportunity to change the upload. The 
discrepancies can include missing or 
contradictory information.

The system will also verify that it is the correct type 
of document or suggest which type of document 
has been uploaded, the system will alert TGI Fridays 
staff if it has highlighted any documents which 
appear to be incorrect. This enables the appropriate 
professionals to quickly and efficiently prioritise 
documents for review. At present the artificial 
intelligence and machine learning functionality enables 
the following documents to be reviewed:

• Insurance

• Health and Safety Policy

• BRC Certificate

• Environmental Policy

• Modern Slavery Policy

• Environmental Management System Certificate

• OHSAS 18001 Certificate

• CHAS Certificate

• Waste Carriers License Details

• ISO 9001 Quality Management System



Implementation

TGI Fridays use ARCUS® SIM and the plug-ins to drill deep down 

into supplier and product data to have confidence that allergen, 

sustainability and traceability risks are minimised and policies are 

adhered to. The system is configured to provide confidence across the 

procurement, technical, supply chain and food development teams. Once a 

supplier and sites are approved TGI Fridays have the ability to request 

product information and then automatically feed this through to Fourth’s 

Recipe Management and Engineering system. We believe this truly 

streamlined and integrated solution offers unrivalled functionality for 

foodservice organisations  

Mike Edmunds, Co-Founder and Managing Director, Trade Interchange

2018
SIM and Plug-ins

2018
Fourth RME



This is an example of a 

truly integrated supplier, 

product and recipe management 

solution.

We have configured ARCUS® 

SIM, and the plug-ins to match 

TGI Fridays requirements and 

working practices. This ensures 

compliance across the supply 

chain, and also delivers nutritional, 

allergen, and other key information 

directly into Fourth’s Recipe 

Management and Engineering 

solution  
Peter Gorton, Solutions Consultant, 
Trade Interchange.



For more information, contact us:

     +44(0)33 3320 9933      @TradeInter

      Trade Interchange Ltd www.tradeinterchange.com


